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East Palestine’s “Containment Dam” Overflows

By Mac Slavo, March 06, 2023

The makeshift dam designed to prevent toxic water contamination in East Palestine, Ohio
following  the  toxic  train  derailment,  has  failed  and  overflowed.  Mainstream media  reports
that “heavy rain” caused the water to overflow near East Palestine’s city park, causing more
concern among residents.

Young  People  Who  Suffered  Blood  Clots  and  Amputations  After  COVID-19  Vaccination  Are
Being Lied to, and Media Uses Them to Lie to Us

By Dr. William Makis, March 07, 2023

There is a heartbreaking, tragic story that is promoted by mainstream media every few
months, and that is the story of 20 year old Florida model Claire Bridges who lost both legs
due to what they tell us was “COVID-19”.

Biden Administration Targets Senate Judiciary for Constitutional Demise

By Renee Parsons, March 06, 2023

If there is one committee within the hallowed, marbled halls of the United States Senate,
one historic committee that has maintained its devotion to the rule of law, that Committee
struggles today for its survival as an exemplar of judicial excellence.

Peru and the People’s Defenses

By J. B. Gerald, March 06, 2023
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Following  the  January  mobilization  to  protest  the  removal  from office of  Peru’s  Indigenous
President  Pedro  Castillo,  unofficial  reports  indicate  continuing  resistance  to  the  Dina
Boluarte assumed Presidency. The Boluarte government is backed by an extreme right
Parliament and the country’s military.

Switzerland: Insanity – Leopards to Germany

By Peter Koenig, March 06, 2023

Switzerland, a neutral country, is considering committing not only a crime against her own
“legendary”  Constitutional  neutrality  but  also  against  humanity,  by  possibly  delivering
weapons, tanks, indirectly to a country at war.

Our World and How We Behave in It.

By Dave McGowan, March 06, 2023

When it comes to population control, 95% of the world’s population is concentrated on just
10% of the world’s land.  This is not a problem. When it comes to climate change, well the
climate is changing all the time.  It is we humans that are the biggest threat to the climate.

Was the Earthquake in Turkey and Syria Man-made?

By Prof. Claudia von Werlhof and Zeitpunkt, March 06, 2023

The earthquake in Turkey and Syria has once again hit enemies of the US. It is now being
debated whether the earthquake was triggered technically – light phenomena observed by
officials and the previous closure of some authorities are possible indications of this. But the
fact-checkers deny it. Who are you supposed to believe – if you’re not a physicist?

Syria Condemns Illegal Visit of Top US General. Biden Wants to Keep Troops in Country

By The Cradle, March 06, 2023

The Syrian Foreign Ministry on 5 March strongly condemned the illegal visit of US Army
General Mark Milley, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to an undisclosed base in Syria’s
northeast a day earlier. The foreign ministry stressed that the visit is a flagrant violation of
Syria’s sovereignty, territorial integrity, and unity.
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Documentary: Embarrassing Truth Behind the Global Food War

By South Front, March 06, 2023

For months, MSM and Western diplomatic talking heads are howling about how the military
operation  of  ‘big  bad  Russia’  against  the  ‘peaceful  and  democratic’  Kiev  regime  is
undermining the global food security.

Africa’s Food Crisis Caused by the West. 278 Million Africans— One in Five —Are Facing
Hunger

By Asad Ismi, March 06, 2023

While the COP 27 environmental summit ended without significant achievements, Africa is in
the grip of its worst food crisis ever, driven by a perfect storm of climate crisis conditions—
drought and floods—along with raging armed conflicts and spiraling grain import prices.
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